s grapes I press sweet wine.
—-Honry Hamton Brown
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THE MANGER AND THE CROSS.

O little town of Bethlehem.

O day with memory blest,
O Star of faith that led the Wise
Upon their mystic quest.
Onr minds turn backward to that morn;
All other gain were loss!
We see through faith the wondrous Child,
The Manger and the Cross.
Our hearts discern the meaning deep
Of that first Christmas morn,
Where mid the sorrow-surging crowd
Love’s Royal King was born.
Our ears have heard the angel chant
The wondering shepherds heard;
We too have joined the mountain throng
And listened to the W ord.

Our eyes have seen the Healing Christ
The halt and blind restore.
Our hands have touched the garment hem,
Our souls have felt Love’s power.
Our longing hearts are satisfied,
All other gain were loss!
We too have found the Mystic Child,
The Manger and the Cross.

—Henry I’ictor Morgan.
Ideas make their way in silence like the waters that, filtering
behind the rocks of the Alps, loosen them from the mountain
on which they rest.

—D’Aubigne.
There is no Morrow. Though before our face
The shadow named so stretches, we alway
Fail to o’ertake it, hasten as we may;
God gives only one island-inch of space
Betwixt the Eternities, as standing place
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DEMONSTRABLE PSYCHOLOGY.
(From the Mss. of H. H. B.)

Lesson 15.
Thought Is Creative.
Imagination the Architect.
The Ideal.

Recognizing Thought as Force, and realizing that all
human conditions and all things are the result of force,
it follows that thought, like all other forms of force, is
creative. I am that which I think I am because by
thought I create that which I think. I am Life. As
Life, I am Force. I mould the unconscious Life I am
into expression by the Thought which I, as a conscious
Life, hold. Thought is my objective Power over Life,
which I subjectively am. Consciously I am Thought.
Sub-consciously first Life, then Love, for the Ego sub
consciously transforms Life through feeling into Love.
From the infinite reservoir of Life—God—I may take all
I wish and direct it by thought. I work by Thought with
Life, as the scientist with thought works with steam. He
directs steam into chosen channels.
Imagination is the tool I use to create the objective
manifestation of Life. Upon the imagination I draw the
plan which Thought follows in moulding the Life. The
artist has his model, from which he works, with chisel
and mallet, carving by physical force, directed by his
thought, the statue, that he has created by thought in
his imagination. The architect has his thought-created
plan, and from it builds his cathedral. The building first
exists in the imagination of the artist. Everything man
has made is thought made. He gives shape only in the
objective life to that which he first shapes in the imagina
tion. The beginning of things is in the mind.
This being true of Thought’s power in shaping wood
and stone, it is equally true in shaping flesh and blood,
bone and muscle. Your body is your ideal of health
materialized. Mental pictures shape themselves in the
body. These pictures have been caused by Suggestion
and will be so caused unt4igi^pdqy(^p)dt^as consciously
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form them, as the architect and artist form theirs. As
they shape and build their creations in imagination first,
so you are to shape in your mind your body and environ
ments. They see the house and the statue before a blow
is struck. You must see yourself in body and conditions
as you wish to be before the condition can manifest, and
you must hold that picture persistently.
The artist, once his ideal is created, once the imagi
nation has received the design, keeps true to it till he
has shaped it in the external. You are to be like true
to your model, which is your ideal, your mental picture.
Carefully the artist selects his material and his tools ;
long he studies the figures he wishes to make visible.
How long have you studied your own body and decided
what it shall be? Have you not mentally been putty for
every person’s finger to press into a shape they have
selected ? Have you not been some soft material, that has
been shaped by circumstances while you, with listless
mind, have allowed conditions to be made for you?
Have you exercised choice? Have you not accepted
whatever picture came to you and incorporated it into
your ideal, and into your life, be it illness, or failure, or
sorrow ?. Have you not allowed this because you were
ignorant of the Law, or too fearful of others to assert
yourself, or too indolent to make the necessary effort?
My motive in this lesson is to cause you to feel your
own responsibility for every condition you enjoy or en
dure. You made it, or allowed it be made for you ; in
cither case are responsible. You have the power of self
direction. Have you exercised your power? No! Then
why blame anyone? You neglected it. On you rests
the blame. I wish you to face Truth bravely and grow
strong and self-reliant. You are the architect of your
Fate. Memorize Longfellow's “Builders’’ and live its
sentiment.
Since Thought is creative and its creations are formed
by the imagination, be practical, and build in flic imagi
nation that which you wish yourself to be in the objective
life. Till you have a mental picture of that which you
do wish, it will not manifest. ^¡The (Bawheilg distorted,
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crazy-quilt picture which your ideal contains will mani
fest in your body and surroundings.

HEALTH.
What your mental pictures have been you show now
in body. Wherever you find disease you will find
that it is the expression of Thoughts you have held.
From cradle up you have been given suggestions of
disease; you have formed mental pictures of them;
you have allowed every sick person to add details to those
pictures. At last the Suggestions have become strong
enough to reflect themselves in your body. You have
seen “old people” and the picture of age in your mind
materializes. Gray hairs, loss of teeth, wrinkles, are all
manifestations of ideals. Death is also the result of
mental pictures. “All must die,” has been thundered
to us till we see ourselves dying. We fear it. We ma
terialize it by fear.
Whenever you see something you love and hold it as
an ideal, that also materializes through your Faith. Faith
in the Good, and fear of Evil are only differing degrees
of Faith. Where you have little faith in the Good, or
lose your faith in it, this absence we name Fear. Through
thought, both Fear and Faith are creative. Nothing
comes to us except that which we allow as results of
heredity, or comes as result of Fear and Faith. How
can you have only that which you desire? Outgrow de

pendence upon heredity! Outgrow fear, and live in
Faith. This is an infallible rule. It is born in the Af
firmation—All is Good. When you have so developed
Faith that you forget to affirm the All Good and live it,
then only that will come to you which you desire. You
must affirm, till all the conditions you have allowed, or
have fear-created are outgrown. Then the new condi
tions will appear. The Ideal must be held till it has
materialized, no matter what the present seeming evil
may be. You cannot outgrow any physical condition by
holding the new ideal but a few days only, then falling
back upon the old. You must be as faithful to your
ideal as the artist is to his. Hold to the picture of the
health-angel, though the block sIiqws no sign that the
angel is within. Carve it out by thought.^ It is there.
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HAPPINESS.
What is said above of disease applies to all other
conditions. You desire Happiness. Are you unhappy ?
What thoughts have you held? What is your Ideal
of Happiness? Have you not said “without this” or
“without that, I cannot be happy?” Thus you have
invited present conditions. You have decided that your
happiness depends upon externals. Suppose now, you
affirm your independence of externals, and declare that
you are happy no matter what comes. In the one case
your Ideal depends upon friends, conditions, and pos
sessions. In the other it depends only upon your thought,
your imagination—yourself. You will to be happy. You
have heretofore willed to be unhappy. The Ideal has
materialized. When New Thought conditions have be
come a permanent mental attitude, external conditions
will change. Happiness creates its external conditions.
Externals do not create happiness. Ever remember that
imagination always precedes or creates the external
reality.
SUCCESS.
What is your Ideal of Success? If it depends upon
conditions you must have before you affirm—Success
is mine—it will never come. If you declare yourself suc
cessful ho matter what comes, you are building an Ideal
of Success, which will materialize.
Success is a mental condition. He only is successful
who feels successful. The richest man, when he is am
bitious to surpass his neighbor, is not successful, for he
is never sure that he will not be in turn surpassed, and
this fear is a barrier to happiness. Till he is happy he
is not successful. Let me impart to you a secret that
will make you happy when you live true to it: Never
en\ter into competition with anyone or anything, m any
direction. Let your thought be of unfoldment; of
possession of Power; of your enjoyment and happiness.
Never measure yourself by others. Measure by your
approach toward the Ideal. Is it nearer today than it
was yesterday? Have you grown? Surpassing another
will never bring happiness. That you are conscious of
being more yourself is happiness. I AM AN UN
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FOLDING SOUL! To FEEL this unfolding is suc
cess—is happiness.
He only is successful who feels that he is growing in
the expression of the inner self. Therefore you are to
cultivate Freedom of Expression.
You are learning the Art of Living. Art is doing.
To learn the Art of Living you must LIVE. That is,
you must express the Life you are, must let it out.
Therefore find channels of expression; but expression
must be under LIBERTY. Be free to do that ivliich
you feel is right. Liberty is the only condition under
which Happiness can exist. To feel a limitation is to
be unhappy. Therefore you are to cultivate Freedom
of expression. Say what you feel is right without fear
or favor. Do what you feel is right without thought of
consequences. Leave results with the Infinite. Do right,
and trust! Seek not praise, nor shrink from blame. To
recognize either, to care for either, is to be enslaved—
is to be tyrannized over by the externals. Only Self is
judge. When you feel vou have done right vou have
the “Well done!” of Godf
PRACTICE.
All the Practice in this Lesson is: BE TRUE TO
YOURSELF! Practice saying nothing but Truth. Let
all you say be Truth, but don’t tell all you know. Don’t
tell disagreeable things, because you are never to bark
against the bad. Watch yourself here. Tell all the good
things possible. Seek them to tell. Be free in your con
versation. Be honest with your friends. Invite no one
to call that you do not wish to call. Watch this society
lie and avoid it. Sav what you mean and mean what
you say. In short, during the time intervening between
this lesson and the next, demonstrate faith in Truth by
using it; and at all times faith in Love by expressing it
where and when you FEEL to. Think of yourself as
artist creating, and go out purposely to create in an
other a condition. Seek some one who is complaining
and create in him a condition of thankfulness. Some
one in pain and create relief. Some one in irritability
and create peace by suggesting these conditions by
thought, word and act. As you measure to others, it
will be measured to you agaimdbyGoogl
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THE ABSOLUTE AND THE PERFECT.
By EUGENE DEL MAR.

Part 2.

Conceiving the boundaries of one’s horizon to be the
boundaries of the Universe, confines his conception of
the Universe, but it does not alter the truth or affect the
Universe itself. Interpreting what completely fills one’s
individual measure of wisdom as the universal measure,
only defines one’s own limitations—it does not lessen the
volume of truth or of wisdom.
Ultimates or finalities cannot be imagined or pictured.
Form and limitation are essentials of all images, for
they are such through the exclusion of what does not
appertain to them. No image or form that one may con
template is universal or all-inclusive. While one cannot
possibly image the universal, he may attain to a gradual
increasing understanding of the Universal Self, of which
the individual Self is an inseparable part.
Truth in relation is all that one may comprehend or
understand, image or picture, and no higher knowledge
or wisdom is essential. No one thing can be understood
of, or by, itself. One cannot picture or describe anything
except in terms that express relation to, or comparison
with, other things.
The conception of Unity is a conception of the Unity
of that which is seemingly unrelated. If all things mani
fested their inseparable relation, the consciousness of
Unity would have accompanied manifestations of life
always. One is disposed ever to sense appearances as
finalities.
The Absolute has no shape, form, boundary or limita
tion. Whatever is pictured in the mind, of necessity ex
cludes something, and therefore is not universal. Ideas,
concepts, thoughts, mental conceptions, all are limited
to form by exclusion, and therefore are always relative.
One may assume the Perfect and the Absolute, but he
is not universal sufficiently to encompass the conception.
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To human consciousness there is not even the limit of a
Perfect. As long as one is unable satisfactorily to ex
plain the final or ultimate meaning or purpose of even
the slightest of Nature's activities, is it not presumptions
to claim that he affirmatively comprehends that which is
inclusive of All That Is?
Cause cannot be less than effect, nor can Creator be
less comprehensive than creation. The Infinite conceives
and creates the finite, but the finite cannot create or con
ceive the Infinite. The Infinite has infinite conceptions,
while the finite is limited to finite conceptions. The im
perfect cannot conceive the Perfect, nor the relative the
Absolute.
The recognition of one’s present limits enables him to
conserve his forces and thereby make the most effective
use of them. That one does not see the highest peak of
the mountain of Life does not operate to hinder his
ascent of the intervening heights. That his view fails to
embrace the entire Universe does not, to the slightest de
gree, bar his progress through the Universe.
Whether one is able to look ahead continuously for a
million years, ten years, or one moment, eternity is
equally distant. The privileges and duties of the moment
are all there are. While placing one’s thoughts in a dis
tant future may enable more ready idealization, the ele
ment of the future is not only not essential, but it may
be detrimental to a truly spiritual life now. The most
potent ideals are those which spiritualize the present and
exalt the here and the now.
While it is true that there is an Infinite Source, and
the spiritual supply at one's command and disposal is
always greater than his demand, his receptivity is limited
at all times. One is free only to the extent of his under
standing and growth. He can exercise only the wisdom
to which he has attained or unfolded. He can hold only
as much as the measure of his understanding permits, and
his capacity is limited at all times. There is ever a pres
ent limit to one’s understanding, a present limit to one’s
consciousness, and a present limit to one’s attainment.
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Giving and receiving are correlated. One receives as
lie gives, and reaps as he sows. One’s receptivity is re
lated to, and bounded by his giving, and one’s conscious
giving is always limited to the sending forth of what he
possesses consciously. And, as one is thus limited, both
in giving and in receiving, he may not reach that con
sciousness of Perfection which constitutes the finality of
all limits.
There is neither necessity nor advantage in seeking or
striving to possess all wisdom. One never requires more
wisdom than is demanded for the solution of the prob
lems of the moment, and this is always at one's command.
Further wisdom may be attained only through securing
all that leads to it. Before one attains All, he must secure
each part; and if the part he has fully answers his pur
pose, the Whole would be of no greater advantage to
him than is the part.
One may accept his present limit as his definition of
The Perfect. But his Perfect of today bears the same
relation to his Perfect of tomorrow, that his development
of today does to tomorrow’s development.
It is not necessary to consider whether one may sense
the Absolute and the Perfect, in order to eliminate dis
cords or inharmonies of the Self or others. The cure of
apparent and disturbing physical disorders does not de
note Perfection. It is the beginning of physical harmony
only, beyond which are many planes of development.
Growth is affirmative, and as one affirmatively pro
gresses. negative conditions cease to dominate him. It
is not necessary to endeavor to eliminate anything con
sciously. As one grows rightly, that which is undesirable
passes away of itself.
One does not enlarge his conceptions merely by the
use of inclusive or even extravagant terms or designa
tions. One may perceive what he regards as “perfect”
health, and may impel the manifestation of his ideal both
in himself and in others. Before his ideal comes to full
manifestation, however, it will have been supplanted by
a more beautiful ideal of perfect health. The only Per-
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feet that one can conceive of is the Perfect that expands
as he expands.
The impersonation of the Christ is generally regarded
as sacrilegious, because no manifestation of personality
satisfies the ideal. No ideal can be presented satisfac
torily in concrete form. However great the beauty of the
manifestation, inevitably it suggests a higher conception
and a loftier ideal. No ideal is so nearly perfect but
that it may be more nearly perfect, and no manifestation
of any ideal may be so nearly perfect that it may not be
even more nearly perfect. All that is imaged as perfect
is more nearly perfect than some other images, and less
nearly perfect than others. There are no limits or quali
fications to perfection.
The conception of a Creation that has neither begin
ning nor ending apprehends a Universe of Purpose and
Necessity. It finds beneficence in every Principle and
in every manifestation. It denies nothing and ignores
nothing. Tt reveals an essential place and purnose tor
experiences, mistakes, environment, growth and physical
life. It knows that what Is and what exists answer a
beautiful and necessary Purpose.
The philosophy that accepts creation as of eternal
duration, and regards The Perfect and The Absolute as
ever expressing and manifesting an increasing and in
tensifying perfection, recognizes to the full the necessity,
importance, and beauty of the highest ideals attainable.
Tt places no limit and no finality to beauty or to ideals.
Neither the far-sighted nor the near-sighted are ad
justed normally. Were one’s eyes focused so that he
could see only what was a mile distant, he would stumble
at every step. If one looks too far off and for too large
things he loses sight of that which is close at hand. He
overlooks the small things, the aggregate of which con
stitutes the large ones. He denies the existence of the
very obstacles he collides with, and the pitfalls he stum
bles into. He overlooks that which demands his imme
diate attention, in favor of that which cannot be attended
to. He endeavors to satisfy today’s demands with what
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he pictures as tomorrow's needs.
“Distance lends enchantment,” and permits the imagi
nation to run riot. One’s vision should include the pres
ent manifestation of past ideals, as well as one’s present
ideals. When one’s spiritual sight covets the distant and
imaginative future only, it disdains the present as lacking
in ideality. And in refusing to recognize the present,
it ignores or denies what must obtrude themselves as
stumbling blocks.
Says Mabel Collins, in Through the Gates of Gold'.
“There can be no final point, for life in every form is
one vast series of fine gradations, and the one who elects
to stand still at the point of culture he has reached, and
to avow that he can go no further, is simply making an
arbitrary statement for the excuse of his indolence. And
decay follows the condition of inaction, whether it be
mental, psychical or physical.”
Says E. P. Powell, in Our Heredity from God\ “We
live in a stage of evolution that involves the incomplete;
the very idea of evolution is progress toward, but the
non-attainment of, the ideal. We are passing through
an exalted era of eternal progress. A perfect tiger, a
perfect camel, a perfect ant, would not make, or help to
make a perfect world. A perfect world is the struggle
of imperfect beings toward betterment. No high ethical
conditions of the Universe could be reached until evolu
tion had passed her complete tigers, her complete ants
and bees, and attained an ever incomplete, but therefore
ever-improvable being—higher, because less complete.
“Woe be unto us when we become perfect! The
millenium is not a resurrection of saints and an oblitera
tion of sinners, when the world shall be converted to
uniformity of doctrine, and hope shall be dead to its own
fulfillment ; but it is a rise to higher visions and brighter
possibilities, that illumining the inferior present, stimu
lates us to more rapid achievement. Evolution without
beginning, is also evolution without an end.”
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GOD AND THE CITY
By CHAS. MATT. BERKHEIMER

1 thot I was about thru writing articles, but sticking
out there in the ether before me I see three subjects—
God and the City; God and the Country, and God and
the Blue Sky—and the only way to materialize them is to
begin work on them. The fact of the matter is, that
even tho I see and understand the subjects, yet I do not
have the slightest idea what I shall say in any one of
them, but I think I shall follow out the suggestion of
Goethe to begin and see them evolve themselves, or some
thing like that, may I say for short, for ‘literature is de
voted to the noble work of raising the unsophisticated
personality to the impersonal level of intelligence and
beauty,’ and these articles are spiritualized literature.
To speak of God and the city seems almost blas
phemous, don’t it, for, as Fritz Kunz, of Theosophical
fame, remarked in a lecture in that new and unique
church named the Liberal Catholic—a church without
creed, or dogma, or paid priesthood, or any other objec
tionable feature—God is divorced from the city; and
theological seminaries, too, to paraphrase a great phil
osopher of our own country. All this puts me in a quan
dary, but, anyway, I shall attempt to bum something
into your consciousness before I get thru, let me say.
I do not claim in reality to be anything more than a
mere amanuensis, for, when writing something within
seems to take hold of my mental machinery and do the
work, vet I do not claim to be inspired in the “new” way,
for I think that would be risky business—to, maybe, let
even some unfriendly nature spirit control me—no, no,
nothing of that kind. Bishop Leadbeater sets the matter
of the unsought leading out clearly when he refers to the
Silent Voice as being “within, and yet from above.” It
is reasonable, calm, and quiet, and never “slops over”—
that is what I mean, so there you have it all in a few
words, just as our friend Socrates understood and prac
ticed it, don’t you know, to repeat. Tn the Silence is my
work shop and beautiful mental home.’
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Edison says he sees New York falling, but that's noth
ing new, for most any spiritually-minded man sees all
mere cities depreciating, crumbling, and falling, for a city
is merely a pile of brick and mortar, as Ruskin observed.
The reason is, that the Great Soul hates the old, to quote
Emerson, and wants to bring on the new. The ancient
people saw the Holy Roman Empire fall, and Carthage
burned and Jerusalem reduced, along with various other
calamities. Dwight Hillis thinks that people build cities
because they are lonesome, but 1 see that cities are largely
made up of well-dressed individuals, who seem to be
idealless notwithstanding, so where is the company when
one is wedged in with such an apparently soulless mob?
People take refuge in numbers and cities, just as they
cling to dogmatic creeds for one reason only, and that is,
because they are afraid of God. to paraphrase Herbert
Spencer, and they are afraid of God only because there is
“nobody home.’’ as the saying goes. Billy Sunday says,
“God is a good old pal,” but the hurrying crowds in
cities. 1 observe, after 25 years experience, do not know
what Billy means by this terse statement. I suppose that
98 per cent, of the people of the world do not vet under
stand the IMMANENCE OF GOD, as declared by
Jesus to be the rock and foundation of all truth, and
especially that of Christianity, of which New Thot is a
vital branch. They prefer material things, dissipation,
and gluttony rather, as Socrates tried to explain to them.
Hume says that as he sat in his study meditating be saw
God as one great stream of consciousness, but that when
he got out and began to mix with people he saw him
divided up into the many with a social nature, blit what
does the populace know about such thot?
A venerable man of 85 says that if he had his way he
would stop all cities at the 100.000 mark, because, he re
marks, towns larger than that are never governed prop
erly, or at all for that matter. New York and Chicago
are not governed, neither is San Francisco, nor Los
gelcs. Vast mobs and good government do not go to
gether. The M. & M. Associations and the Gas Wagon
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Clubs are alleged criminally-inclined quasi-corporations
that unite in attempting to ride rough shod over all busi
ness morality and governmental authority respectively,
and these organizations should be dissolved, and their
ashes scattered to the four winds. The fire of time will
burn them up—they need not worry as to that. What
such people need is to get into the spiritual vibrations
of Christian Science, or the study of the x y z philosophy
of Einstein in his theory of the principle of relativity and
the laws of the propagation of light waves, or the theory
of the Fourth Dimension, as set forth by Minkowski, in
order to spiritualize their minds by the imposition of the
subliminal mind, and then these crude commercialists will
see things in a different light, for study and meditation
have a purifying effect, and help to put one into tune
with straight lines and virtue.

Walt Whitman said he found letters from God in the
roadway, but who ever found God camping on a city
street, tell me, yet the best and worst of everything is
to be found in the city, and maybe it is all right after
all, for the purpose of trying our souls out on, for with
out resistance there is no spiritual life. When President
Wilson was considering signing the prohibition law I
got a flash of light while crossing the street to the effect
that the populace must have something to. try them
selves out on, which shows that the Spirit has verv dif
ferent views from what we consider right and just, and
yet I do not quite understand it. Before that I was
anxious to see the president sign the law, and had always
voted and worked for complete prohibition. Frederick
Keeler, Ph.D., the metaphysician, was right when he said
that the subliminal mind reaches straight up, and straight
down and takes in the meanest of things in both the city
and the country. Amid the mud and scum of things
something always, always sings, is a couplet from our
own modern Plato, and it is true, beyond peradventure.

Voltaire, the deist philosopher, explained that the or
thodox God in his alleged writing of the Bible was ap
parently not particularly strong in geography, along with
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other smart criticisms. But then the thinking and inves
tigating man of today finds out that the so-called ortho
dox God is apparently not strong on a lot of things, par
ticularly as Tindal indicates, in that he would send one
man into the world to destroy the equal chances of all for
heaven by closing the doors on all who did not sign up
to be good according to his specific ideas as to what con
stituted the right and only religion, especially when the
door had been wide open before. Bishop Butler thinks
that even if Christianity should prove to be false it would
not harm 11s to accept it anyway, and if it should prove
to be true we would be that much ahead.
Christianity is true in this one way, at least—that with
all due respect to Jesus he had apparently no more au
thority to appropriate power and use it as he did than
any other spiritually-minded man might assume, if he
wished, and use it as he did, for “we are all sons of
God,’’ which does not detract from Jesus, but merely
enlarges the prerogatives of the advancing man, which
should leaven up the “mush of concession” found in
the city mind, for we do not need a new God and a new
world teacher, but rather a proper use of the God we
have, and the old teachers as well.
We have Emerson for it that mechanics and electricity
are reducing the materiality of cities, and Albert Michel
son for it that natural science is rapidly destroying the
puerile view of God. Let this stick with you—that
THERE IS NO GOD HERE OR ANYWHERE BUT
LIGHT. MIND, OR UNIVERSAL REASON, as
Ernest Haeckel indicates in his great work on the riddle
of the universe, which book should be entitled the riddle
of the diverse, notwithstanding.

----------- <----------Harmonization with our environment is the indispensable
condition of peace of soul; our environment in this world and
the next consists unalterably of God, conscience, and our own
record.
—Joseph Cook.
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THE MAGIC OF HAPPINESS.
By CHARLES HINE HUBBARD.

Happiness is of course an inherent quality. Its true
field of expression is that of harmonizing all that is good
in us. Therefore it is, we might term it, universal within
us, as it can be and is in every atom of our being. When
we feel completely happy every atom of our being be
comes pleasantly attuned, one with the other, making us
to manifest one glorious, harmonious whole of happy
expression. Like ourselves, at the time, everything looks
happy to us, the world feels a good place to live in and
everything runs along smoothly and evenly, joyfully.
We can see, know and believe in nothing but happiness
at such times as we experience fully its perfect joy, for
our inherent happiness and powers of expression, at these
times, display their fulness of an omnipresence.
But what is it that contributes and causes this excel
lent state, condition or consciousness of Being? If we
can know this fully we can demonstrate happiness as a
constant and continuous, blissful expression.
It must be that we primarily are most naturally happy,
to begin with,—that there can nothing stand in the way
of the full expression of our happiness powers except
what we think and believe in. What tends to change our
happiness mostly is due to our erroneous methods of
thought and belief, and to remedy this is very sim
ple, very easy. First, we shall have to most fully under
stand and feel that we are ; eally naturally happy, for it
is meant that we should manifest at our best always, and,
in order to do this it means that every atom of us must
function happily, doing its allotted work joyously so
that their combined and potent fulness of endeavor shall
give this one result of happiness, with us manifesting at
our best in their full play of expression. Thus we see
that we only have to release fully all the natural capabili
ties, abilities and powers of every atom that is within us
in order to fully feel the perfect expression of our nat
ural happiness. Just let them manifest their fulness of
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expression, and at the same time let the mind become
fully relieved of all error thought and belief. Center
your belief, your knowing powers all upon the one matter
of allowing yourself the perfect freedom of a natural
happiness and assuredly there can only result the ex
perience of our meant-to-be state of natural happiness.
Now thought itself does not really, as thought, have
much to do with our state of natural happiness. Before
we were capable of intelligent thinking, we felt naturallv
happy. We can indeed rid our mind completely of al!
thought, or thinking, and still feel happiness. So potent
with endless power is our naturally happy nature that
nothing interferes with its full operation or expression
except when we seek, through erroneous thought and
beliefs, to suppress or repress its natural action. That is
what error thoughts and false beliefs do, suppress and
repress the natural expression avenues of our nature.
Remedy this bv clearing them completely away, for the
most part by ignoring their existence, and promptly we
can feel all our avenues of perfect expression plainly
('pen for the purpose thev are intended for,—fully ex
pressing the happiness of our nature. Let every true
expression avenue of your entire nature have full sway
and play so that clearly, truly and perfectly joyously they
can express the happiness that we really are. You will
tingle with a new sense of life in doing this, with that
true sense of life that is being lived, manifested and ex
pressed in all its happy fulness. For in such a state there
is nothing to hinder your Being’s fullest expression of its
natural happiness.
Most generally we seek happiness outside of us, when
always it is first of all within us. Our forms of seeking
for happiness take on an unhappy theory as their guide,
that of believing happiness is only an outside existence.
Again we seek it on the printed page, only to find that
its happiness is of short duration, like the outer events
of happiness we experience from time to time. We for
get that we are NATURALLY happy, that we DO NOT
NEED ANYTHING to cause us to BE happy. That
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we are naturally, and therefore all the time happy is
proven in the statement that from time to time, or from
circumstance to circumstance we are capable of experi
encing happiness. Therefore, Happiness is ALWAYS
with us. Do you catch the point? It is never in reality
absent. Consider this truly, realize it fully. But how.
you may ask, can this inherent condition of a steadfast,
endless, constant happiness be made or caused to become
our expression ? The points regarding this natural con
dition have already been stated herein. Study them and
practice them and you will manifest happiness constantly,
so that wherever you are, wherever you go, whatever
happens, there happiness will be, deep down in you,
smoothing the way for yourself and others. You do not
need to be smiling all the time to- be expressing happiness,
you do not need to talk of happy things to be expressing
happiness, it is there within you, always, a light in your
nature, always beaming good-will and serene joy, strong
ly glowing the reality that you are, a supreme blessing
to all with whom you come in contact, and the natural,
meant-to-be expression that you should manifest accord
ing to the Will of God, who is Himself the Perfection
of Happiness and Perfect Bliss.

----------»--------NEWSPAPERS.

The best thoughts of the day ought to be in the daily papers.
They are the educators of the age. They reach everybody.
We do not want to make them religious, for then only religious
people would read them. We want them to be, as they now
are, mirrors of the times. But we want to try and get before
them, and get them to reflect, that which is noblest, and not
that which is basest.—that which is purest and not that which
is vilest.

—/•. C. Babb, D. I).
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CREATIVE POWERS IN MAN.
By A. E. DRACUP.

That our lives are almost entirely the outcome of our
thoughts is a truth which many people believe. To such
persons it is not necessary to adduce any argument for
the purpose of demonstration.
It may be helpful both to those who accept such a fact,
and those who deny that it is a fact, to review a few
illustrations.
Children are so unskilled in camouflage, and do so in
nocently portray their thoughts and feelings that they
may be cited for our purpose.
Take as our first example a child with a large fore
head, that is, large across the middle and upper portions.
It will be found that although such a child may be dull
at school, it will magnify a kind correction and appear
really perturbed at the thought that it has done something
wrong.
The particular portion of the brain referred to as a
large forehead, appears to provide more material for the
thought to vibrate than a less large area in another child.
The one thought of “fault” produces vibration over a
greater brain area, and therefore is magnified many times
more than in a child endowed with a different frontal
formation. The correction may be identical as applied to
two different types of childhood.
The one refered to above will be almost overwhelmed
with grief, but the other will receive it in a more bal
anced manner. It is the same thought of kindly correc
tion from without, but when that thought has been im
planted in the child’s brain, then an element has entered
into that little one’s life which produces a result.
The facial muscles at once respond to the thought
vibrations within, so that the onlooker knows the state
of the child's mind. In all cases, the thought has some
influence. Sometimes it may be that the corrected one
holds the thought in a resentful mood.
If repeated a few times, resentful moods may turn
into definite states of mind, and perhaps action result
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as a manifestation of anger or rebellion. This brief line
of reasoning will prove that thought is creative.
The arugment takes no account of conscious check
upon thought or co-operation with conscious thought
toward action. It is merely an illustration of how
thought affects the life of most individuals. Thought
then, is one of the creative powers in man.
As all action in consciousness is described by the word
thought, it may be said here that thought is THE crea
tive power embracing minor creative powers. A simile
irom an orange may help to illustrate. The orange is
the complete fruit, but in it there are divisions.
Each division is orange fruit, but though in nature
the same it is not the complete fruit, so with man’s
creative powers, each power may be the same in nature
as that styled “thought” but each only a phase of the
complete whole.
Whether consciously or unconsciously, these powers
do create our life’s circumstances. A thought of fear
uncontrolled, produces panic and chaos within a person
which state is discerned as “an agitated feeling.”
Repetition of such thoughts and resultant commotions
produces a habit which shows itself in the expression of
the face, so that one may discern from a person’s fea
tures whether he is living in a constant state of fear.
Happily for mankind, the human brain is endowed with
volition, i. e., the power of choice, and consciousness,
which facts may be turned to good account. The con
scious will may arrest a thought of fear, and by re
assuring the mind that there is nothing to fear, may by
the power of choice decide to wipe out the fear, and
replace it with serene confidence. The result will be
surprising to those who have never practiced thought
control.
Whereas fear brought an upheaval in the emotional
centres, by which upheaval certain nerve fluids were
turned into poisonous toxins, and produced a corre
sponding amount of ill health, when thought control is
established and calm peaceful serenity enthroned by an
effort of the conscious reasoning powers, then a sense
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of gratitude for the joy and beauty of life, permeates
the whole soul, and “he who sat in darkness and the
shades of death, hath seen a great light.”
This simple line of reasoning will show how much
Thought influences a life. If uncontrolled, then fear,
panic, illness and grief reward the negligent person, but
to a man who makes a conscious reasonable effort to
oust fear and pessimism, and in place thereof plants
faith and confidence in the Omnipresent Goodness of
the Supreme, life, joy and peace flow like a river.
Thought, then, is the creative influence of our lives.
And so within man, are the powers by which the circum
stances of his life are created or overruled. Remember
that fear, grief, envy and jealousy, are powers which
you must control if you are to live a healthy and peace
ful life.
There are creative powers which produce evil results.
They arc only powers when active, but even so, many
thousands of lives testify to the havoc these gods of
darkness work.
The truth that man may control his thoughts is indeed
a great light, which will bring freedom to many a man
who is a wretched victim of habit, or to many a woman
who may take her own thoughts in hand, and determine
to build health and wisdom, by consciously choosing
confidence in God, in place of fear of the Unknown.

A masterpiece excites no sudden enthusiasm; it must be
studied much and long before it is fully comprehended; we
must grow up to it, for it will not descend to us. Its influence
is less sudden, more lasting. Its emphasis grows with fa
miliarity. We never become disenchanted; we are more and
more awe-struck at its infinite wealth. We discover no trick,
for there is none to discover. Homer, Shakespeare. Raphael,
Beethoven, Mozart, never storm the judgment; but once fairly
in possession, they retain it with increasing influence.
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A BACKWARD LOOK.

This, after all, we believe, is the tone of true wisdom
and true virtue, and that to which all good natures draw
nearer, as they approach the close of life, and come to
act less, and to know and to meditate more on the vary
ing and crowded scene of human existence. When the
inordinate hopes of early youth, which provoke their own
disappointment, have been sobered down by longer ex
perience and more extended views; when the keen con
tentions and eager rivalries which employed our riper
age, have expired or been abandoned; when we have
seen, year after year, the objects of our fiercest hostility,
and of our fondest affection, lie down together in the
hallowed peace of the grave; when ordinary pleasures
and amusements begin to be insipid, and the gay derision
which seasoned them to appear flat and importunate;
when we reflect how, after we have mourned and been
comforted, what opposite opinions we have successively
maintained and abandoned, to what inconsistent habits we
have gradually been formed, and how frequently the ob
jects of our pride have proved the sources of our shame
—we are naturally led to recur to the careless days of our
childhood, and from that distant starting-place to retrace
the whole of our career, and that of our contemporaries,
with feelings of far greater humility and indulgence than

those by which it had been actually accompanied; to
think all vain but affection and honor; the simplest and
cheapest pleasures, the truest and most precious; and
generosity of sentiment, the only mental superiority
which ought either to be wished for or admired.
—Lord Jeffrey.
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IMMORTALITY.

The day hath gone to God,
Straight, like an infant’s spirit, or a mocked
And mourning messenger of grace to man.

—Bailey.

Were there no night we could not read the stars,
The heavens would turn into a blinding glare;
Freedom is best seen through the prison bars,
And rough seas make the haven passing fair.
We cannot measure joys but by their loss,
When blessings fade away we see them then;
Our richest clusters grow around the cross,
And in the night-time angels sing to men.

The seed must first lie buried deep in earth,
Before the lily opens to the sky ;
So “light is sown,” and gladness has its birth,
in the dark deeps where we can only cry.

"Life out of death" is heaven's unwritten law;
Nay, it is written in a myriad forms;
The victor's palm grows on the fields of war,
And strength and beauty are the fruit of storms.
Come, then, my soul, be brave to do and bear;
Thy life is bruised that it may be more sweet;
The cross will soon be left, the crown we’ll wear;
Nay, we will cast it at our Savior’s feet.

And up among the glories never told,
Sweeter than music of the marriage-bell.
Our hands will strike the vibrant harp of gold
To the glad song, “He doeth all things well.”
—Henry Burton.
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A CHAT WITH YOU.

The editor of NOW extends to all the subscribers and
friends of the magazine his best wishes for A Merry Christmas
and a Happy and Prosperous New Year.
There is a surprise in store for the readers of the magazine
with the January, 1924, issue. I trust it will be one that will
please all.
Do not forget that NOW Magazine is one of the best possible
Xmas gifts.
The David McKay Co. of Philadelphia are going to publish
six of the principal books of Henry Harrison Brown—they
will then be distributed all over the U. S. and great sales
I trust will be the result.
S. E. F.

CLOUDS DISPELLED
will help clear your mind of ignorance and superstition.

Higher Self demands enlightenment.

De delighted.
FREE.

Send name at once.

Your

It will help you. You will
MAILED ABSOLUTELY

THE BROTHERHOOD OF LIGHT
BOX 1525

DEPT. L

LOS ANGELES. CALIF.

PEGGY M. REEVES, M. A.
NOTED PSYCHOLOGIST,
MENTOLOGIST AND
HUMAN ANALYST
Will for a limited time sell her complete

course of Face and Form Reading my mail

i

for the small sum of ten dollars, P. O.

money order.

i
This course will enable you to read any and all people you
meet the moment you look at them. It is plainly typed and
carries with it a printed Key Book. Every feature and line of
the face is minutely described and all who can read can under
stand it.

Mail Orders to Mrs. Reeves, Fielding Hotel, 386 Geary St.
San Francisco, Calif.
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PSYCHOLOGY LESSONS
The Basic Reading Course of the

Applied Psychology

Movement
The Most Complete
Psychological-Metaphysical
Library

These Lessons are more than books. They are definite, positive
treatments, and are written in such a manner as to appeal to the
beginner as well as to those who have taken class work from
any of the many lecturers and teachers.

THE COMPLETE COURSE—TEN BOOKS
You Will Want to Read Them All.

1.

APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY:

2.

SCIENTIFIC HEALTH CULTURE

3.

SUGGESTION AND AUTO-SUGGESTION

ITS FUNDAMENTALS

JUST HOW TO DO IT

4.

CONCENTRATION:

5.

PRINCIPLES
AND
PSYCHOLOGY

6.

THE CELL THEORY OF BODY BUILDING

7.

THE LAW OF MENTAL MEDICINE

8.

THE SUBCONSCIOUS MIND:

9.

NERVE ENERGY:

METHODS

OF

PRACTICAL

ITS LAWS

GENERATION, APPLICATION

10. THE MASTER FORMULA

A one dollar bill will bring you any one of these books, $10.00
for the set, special paper cover edition, or cloth bound edition
$15.00 per set.
Send today for our free folder with description of this Library.
Mail orders promptly filled. Dr. Wm. Franklin, Kelley, P. O.
Box 1133, Station “C,” Los Angele^,1’ Calif.
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Do not longer say, "I cannot master be,"
A talent lies hid in every one,—
Then know thyself and show the one in thee.

CHARACTER READING
AND SELF ANALYSIS
KEY TO THE MASTER RETT

(By TASMAN CAREY)
Your temperamental impulses, mental tendencies and inherent
psychic powers are unfolded in this fascinating little text book.

You will learn how to analyze the mental characteristics of others
by the signs in the heads and features of those you contact.
You will find inspiration, profit and pleasure, and from the
pages of this “Key to the Master Self” you will discover a
way to higher achievement.

The interesting Science of Character Reading is made practical
in this latest text book. Illustrated. Price 75c. With NOW
Magazine one year, $2.00.

Order from NOW CO., 589 Haight St., San Francisco, Calif.

AS A MAN THINKETH b* james allen
An authorized

40 page

vest pocket edition of this New Thought

classic. Just the thing for the pocket or handbag.
buy anything better to send to a friend.
$1.00 postpaid.

You could not

15c postpaid.

7 copies,

Every one is pleased with this edition.

SAM E. FOULDS, 589 HAIGHT ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

Practical Methods to Insure Success
By H. E. BUTLER.
CONTENTS—Prologue.
1. Change of Thought Habits.
2.
Methods of Obtaining Perfect Health. 3. To Put Digestion in
Order. 4. Regeneration, The Source of Life. 5. What is to Be
Gained by Regeneration. 6. The Cause of Inharmony in Mar
riage. 7. The Law of Association of Men and Women. 8.
Control of the Mind, Concentration, The New Memory, etc.
9. Conclusion.
Beautifully bound in Red Cloth. 129 pages. Postpaid $1.00: To
old or new subscribers with NQW- Mggawwli' year, $2.25.

SAM E. FOULDS, 589 HAIGHT ST.,

sAn

FRANCISCO.
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Five and Young

Again
“You wouldn’t believe I was fifty-five
my last birthday. Yet that is the truth.
Even my friends think I am much younger.
And the best of all is—I feel as young as
I look. No off-days with sickly headaches
or indigestion. Just a life of happiness and
joys, because I’m young and always at my
best.”
This is the story of a famous French
stage beauty, known all over Europe for her
lasting youth.

Learn the Secret of Keeping Young
Through a magic-like process of physical reconstruction, it is
possible to re-make the age-worn man or woman, changing the
body from indications of age into a vision of youth.

Complete regeneration lies in this method of physical recon
struction. The whole body is renewed. New tissues replace the
old. The excess flesh—the pounds that accumulate with age—
vanish.
Sagged muscles become firm; wrinkles, lines and
“double chin” disappear. The skin becomes fine and clear, The
eyes bright and glowing. The hair rich and colorful. A complete transformation—all so quick as to be astonishing.

The Results Are Wonderful
You can “come back” through this method of physical re
construction and regain the vigor of vital youth in all your
activities and powers.
Send today for free booklet describing newly discovered laws
for KEEPING YOUNG.

URIEL BUCHANAN,
P. O. Box B-210, Chicago,
III.
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Within Reach Of .All

HEALTH, SUCCESS, TRIUMPH IN AFFAIRS COURSE
It will get you there, it will keep you there. One Dollar Monthly.
EDITH MOORE
North Windham, Maine

CHAS. MATT. BERKHEIMER,

Practitioner

Hotel Trinity, Los Angeles, California.

of

the

Healing Art,

Free will offering.

|

COUE’.. PLUS
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What you supremely need is The Science of Spiritual Sug
gestion. We have it for you in

I

THE HARMONIZER
The Magazine of Spiritual Auto-Suggestion Using an Ideal
RIGHT THINKING WILL make ALL Things POSSIBLE
Method of Affirmative Education.
unto
YOU.
dime for ($1:50) we will send you a notable,
With
a yearSend
’s subscription
leather bound book along the same line, Healing Affirmations,
by Dr. George L. Perin. Remit to
THE HARMONIZER,
By ELINOR
4336 8.
Park
MOODY
Blvd., Oakland, Cal.

“YOU can do ANYTHING by THOUGHT”
Mental Teacher-Practitioner, Portland, Maine.
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JUST AS MUCH SUCCESS AS YOU DESIRE, IF YOU
TRY—AND KNOW HOW. TO TEACH YOU HOW IS
MY BUSINESS. I make a specialty of individual training in
FINANCIAL MATTERS.
Every lesson, after first one, is
written to meet your own needs. No “cut and dried” lesson
courses. Individual guidance is what you need to lift you out
of the rut and AWAY FROM THE DAILY GRIND, GETTING NOWHERE. Send 25 cents for literature and terms.
Also printed first lesson.
My terms for instruction are more than reasonable, when you
stop to consider that I make a study of your own problem and
GUIDE YOU PERSONALLY. Every letter of instniction—
not a multigraphed sheet that goes to all alike—but written for
you, and you alone. Terms upon application.

>
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AGNES MAE GLASG0W1C
“The Meadows,” 490 Grand Ave., Leonia, N. J.
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Health

Unrivalled Healers In Your Own Town
Unsurpassed success in healing, success, triumph in affairs. Daily
treatments. UNITY IS POWER—every case cared for by the
World Helpers of Humanity. Edith Moore, Principal; Lelah A.
Wagner, Vice-President, North Windham, Maine.

DO YOU WANT TO KNOW?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Your path of destiny.
How you appear to others.
What lesson you came to learn in this life.
The vocation you are best fitted for.
Your hidden soul qualities.
Your lucky days each month.
How to sign your name for success.
How you vibrate to this year.
What characteristics you lack.
The Three Great Cycles: What they bring.

Send full baptismal name and date of birth, enclose 50 cts.
for each question.
ALICE AYERS, Number Psychologist,

Apt. D, 1159 Masonic Ave., San Francisco, Calif.

MRS. A. L. LAWRENCE
107 West 74th Street, New York City

PRACTITIONER OF CHRISTIAN HEALING.
Special Success with Domestic Discord.
Love Offering

Vppnpll CrPillll

gain and retain youthful complexion—
my cream—scientifically compounded ac
cording to a French process, contains purest French ingredients. Guaran
teed not to grow hair—will keep the face firm aud youthful. $1 per jar.
Other French preparations as well. Send for advertising matter.
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Use

FLORENCE F. RAJOTTE
2450 Fulton St.

San Francisco

Pacific 7533

THE WORLD HELPERS MAGAZINE.
It will bring you health and lead you to success. 25 cents single copy,
post paid.
North Windham, Maine.
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LEST YOU FORGET
Christmas time will soon be here and as has been the custom
in the past I am going to make a Special Offer to the sub
scribers of NOW Magazine, so that they may use the magazine
for gift purposes. Many write me every year asking what rate
I can make them in lots of subscriptions from one hundred to
two subscriptions. This year the following rates will prevail:
YOUR RENEWAL, AND ONE SUBSCRIPTION FOR $2.50.

Your renewal and any number up to one hundred or more at
ONE DOLLAR per subscription. This makes the rate prac
tically at cost. Kindly remember this offer and when making
out your gift list remember NOW Magazine.

A special letter will be sent with every gift subscription
telling the name of the donor and containing New Thought
Christmas sentiments. Send subscriptions and renewals to:

SAM E. FOULDS, 589 Haight St., San Francisco, Calif.

ARE YOU SLEEPLESS?
Say, Friend, are you able to sleep All Night and wake up feel
ing as bright as a new red top? Or, are you restless, turning
from side to side, counting endless sheep, and yet can’t get to
sleep? If so, you need THE SECRET OF SOUND SLEEP!
IT WORKS 1 and you wake up feeling more buoyant than you
ever did before. SEND ONE DOLLAR, worth $5 first night

MARY FRITZ, Collison, III.
112-page book on healing by Drvii, Sdaaca
of Prayer and Old Bible Way of Laying Ob of Hands

Plain, simple directions for treating the sickyourself or others. Send only 12c (stamps)
*
NOW. for this book, of healing power

Addreu, OLIVER C. SABIN, Lock Box 1524, M. 0., Wathinftaa, D. C.

Are You a Sufferer of Stomach Trouble
Most people are.

I have a never failing remedy, and treatment

for all kinds of stomach trouble.

$2.50.

R. E. L. ZIMMERMAN, Coleman, Texas
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ARE YOU SICK?

UNSUCCESSFUL?
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Need a position? Need a tenant? Need to sell your property? I have HEALED AND HELPED others, why not you?
Five Dollars monthly for Treatments and Six Lessons free except postage, which is about 50c.
PRAYER CHANGES
THINGS!
EXCELLENT RESULTS!
TRY ME!
LOVINGLY YOURS,

',

MARY FRITZ, D. D„ D. M., B. P., Collison, III., Dept. 14-23.

Systematic Re-Education of the Subconscious Mind
A Practical Cours« of Study in Mental Dynamics
Part one of this course of study is a brochure which deals, in
plain language, with the nature attributes, powers and possibili
ties of Mind. The author, after study, research, observation and
experience covering considerably over a quarter century, gives
his conclusions in a clear, direct and positive way which carries
conviction. Some of the ideas presented may seem startlingly
radical and too good to be true, were it not for the fact that the
reader is shown how he may secure the necessary proof in his own
experience through a personal application of some of the simple
and almost self-evident principles explained. With masterly
logic the author shows how man's conscious thought-processes,
his habitual ways of thinking, are the chief determining factors
in all his affairs of life, including conditions of health, mental
qualities, business and vocational success, environment, Associ
ates, etc. Definite method
*
are pointed out which will enable
any one to effect any change desired in his life and environment.
The unity of all mind and intelligence on every plane of evolu
tion, from Electron to Man, with what the author terms the Uni
versal Mind, is conclusively demonstrated. The evolutionary im
pulse of the Universal Mind works unconsciously and subcon
sciously in nature until in Man, the highest form of organized
life, a supreme self-consciousness has come into existence. This
self-consciousness of the individual Ego makes man the Master
of his Fate. All troubles, trials and tribulations of Man are
shown to be due to his misuse of this power of individual choice.
Ways and means are shown which enable anyone to begin at
once to re-educate and train the Sub-conscious Serving Prin
ciple of the Mind and thus effect any desired improvement in
every department of life. The purpose and functions of certain
brain- and nerve-centers are clearly explained and a definite,
practical process for the establishment of a proper equilibrium
in these centers is given.
Anyone who will study this and the subsequent parts of this
work carefully in accordance with the author’s suggestions will
agree with the hundreds who have testified that it is the greatest,
the best and the most beneficial thing that has ever come into
their lives.
Please note that the above statement is not an advertisement
written by the undersigned, but has been taken verbatim from a
review by Myron Sague, the literary and dramatic critic, a man
who has for at least the past decade read, assimilated and criti
cised nearly all that has been offered in the way of literature
pertaining to Mind, Mental Science, New Thought, Applied
Psychology, etc.
Send 20c, to help cover cost of printing, mailing, etc. Evidence free.
J. A. EICHWALDT
16 Fruitvale Branch, Oakland, Calif
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PSYCHOLOGICAL BOOKS
By Henry Harrison Brown

For the past 18 years the books listed below have enjoyed an un
usual sale. The early titles are just as much in demand as when
first printed.
nave you read these great books? If not you have missed the
clearest and most practical mental science lessons ever written.
They give the teaching and philosophy of that master mental
scientist Henry Harrison Brown.
Every book represents great value for the money asked, both
from the standpoint of philosophy and typographical value.
Tiie Complete Writings of Henry Harrison Brown:
THE LORD’S PRAYER: A VISION OF TODAY
124 pp $1.00.
SIX STEFS IN MENTAL MASTERY.
108 pp. Paper 50c.
CONCENTRATION—THE ROAD TO SUCCESS.
120 pp. Paper 50c. Cloth $1.00.
SUCCESS—HOW WON THROUGH AFFIRMATION
102 pp. Paper 50c.
THE MASTER'S TOUCH
64 pp. Paper 30c.
SELF-HEALING THROUGH SUGGESTION
60 pp. Paper 50c.
HOW TO CONTROL FATE THROUGH SUGGESTION
60 pp. Paper. Cloth $1.00.
NOT HYPNOTISM BUT SUGGESTION
60 pp. Paper 25c.
MAN’S GREATEST DISCOVERY.
60 pp. 25c.
DOLLARS WANT MEI THE NEW ROAD TO OPULENCE.
64 pp. Paper 50c.
HEALING WORDS OF JESUS. 20 cent«.
WHAT IS NEW THOUGHT? 15 centa.
THE FOLLOWING ARE 1OC EACH:

TRACTS ON SEX.
"Friendship: The Third Function of Sex."
“Body-Building: The First Function of Sex."
“Procreation a Secondary Function of Sex."
“The Ultimate of Sex."
“Place of Sex in Race Development."
(6) “Social Hygiene: Sex Education.”

SIX
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
<3)

on Receipt of Price

Sam E. Foulds
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL

689 HAIGHT STREET
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